Repository Junction Broker (RJB)
What it is
The RepNet RJ Broker is a tool for automated research output content delivery from data
suppliers into multiple repositories. The Broker will deliver a SWORD-mediated content ingest
into IRs which have registered for the service. Transferred contents may be metadata-only or
metadata-plus-digital-object items (mainly covering research articles but potentially other
contents too). In order to be able to ingest these, repositories need to feature SWORD
endpoints (see the SWORD factsheet for learning more about this).

How it works
In order to deliver the content to repositories, the RJ Broker first identifies authors’ affiliations
for a given research article. Institutional affiliations are then automatically associated to
repositories where the content should be delivered into. The target repositories should
previously have been enabled for automated content reception by making then SWORDcompliant. The RJ Broker will initiatially work on DSpace, EPrints and Fedora-based
repositories, for which SWORD endpoint enabling and running is quite simple.
The RJ Broker can be operated as a ‘Lite’ service to ingest standard metadata sets-plus-objects
into the current metadata element profiles at IRs via their default SWORD importer. However,
the ‘Full’ RJB service envisions delivery of additional metadata covering FunderID, GrantID and
embargo period. This will meet RIOXX (plus major stakeholders’) requirements, but won’t be
able to be brought into service until RIOXX has been successfully implemented on IRs.

Configuring a repository for ingesting content via its SWORD endpoint
Besides having a running SWORD endpoint available, IRs need to carry out several config
updates in order to be able to receive and ingest the content transfers. For example, the
following four aspects need to be configured for DSpace:
1. SWORD Ingester;
2. Package Ingester;
3. A mapping between the SWORD ingester and the Package Name;
4. A cross-walker to be used by the Package Ingester to convert the submitted metadata to the
internal DSpace metadata.

Use cases for SWORD-mediated content ingest
The RJ Broker has already been successfully tested on test EPrints, DSpace and Fedora
repositories at EDINA. After previous enabling of their SWORD endpoints, test metadata+item
transfers have used SWORD 1.3 protocol to deposit packages into EPrints 3.3, DSpace 1.8.x and
Fedora 3.6.2.

Test RJ Broker-mediated transfers are currently being delivered into live repositories, such as
Dspace-based Spiral repository at Imperial College or Eprints-based City Research Online (CRO)
IR at City University London.
Spiral (Imperial College London)
Preliminary RJB-mediated test transfers have been carried out with the Imperial College
London. A set of 103 EuropePMC articles has been transferred into a test instance of the Spiral
institutional repository, which runs on a DSpace 1.7 platform. Once the transfer has been
proved technically feasible, a further stage in the content delivery testing is currently
addressing metadata quality issues for the ingested items. Once these have been tackled, a
third testing stage will deal with de-dup strategies and improved workflows for delivering
items into the specific collections they belong to.

City Research Online (CRO) – City University London
A set of EuropePMC articles has also been smoothly ingested into the City Research Online
(CRO) repository, which runs on EPrints 3.2. Minor issues in metadata quality are also being
worked upon, together with strategies for making the article full-text versions openly
available. The RJ Broker transfer into EPrints 3.2 is by far the easiest use case at the moment,
and there are plans to extend its application to further institutions. The next challenge for the
RJB is tackling issues related to content ingest into EPrints 3.3 – which is run by institutional
repositories at many research-intensive HEIs.

